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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

THE ORIGIN OF THE GILAKI CAUSATIVE SUFFIX -be(ː)-

The Proto-Indo-European causative/iterative suffix *-ei̯e- was inherited by Old Iranian and
persists in almost all Middle and Modern Iranian languages as -aya- and -ēn- (-Vn-)
respectively. Comparably, in the Indic branch -aya- functions as a causative suffix in Sanskrit
beside another suffix -āpaya which became the productive causative suffix -āvē- in Middle
Indic and still used in Modern Indic today. Evidence shows eight Eastern Iranian languages†Khotanese, †Khwarazmian, Parachi, Wakhi, Munji, Pashto, Ormuri, and Yidgha- using the
morphological causative suffix in addition to the expected Iranian one -aya- or -Vn-. This
alternative causative suffix is reconstructible as *-au̯ai̯a- and its attested reflexes have the forms
-VwV-, -Vv-, and -wV-. Moreover, in two dialects of the Northwestern Iranian language
Gilaki, Dakhili and Langaroudi, the causative suffix is not -Vn- but is rather -be(ː)- in the
present tense. In this study I examine the synchronic function of the Gilaki causative suffix be(ː)- as well as its diachronic origins. I show that Gilaki -be(ː)- primarily functions as a
causative suffix and that it is a form which cannot be explained as an innovation within Gilaki
itself through phonological or analogical change. As a matter of fact, I demonstrate that this
suffix is better explained as deriving from PIr.*-au̯ai̯a- and is connected to the aforementioned
Eastern Iranian suffixes. I also argue the reason for realization of /p/ and */u̯/ in -āpaya and
*-au̯ai̯a- is phonological and probably goes back to some stages of PIIr.
KEYWORDS: Gilaki, Causative, Sanskrit, -āpaya, *-au̯ai̯a-, Proto-Indo-Iranian
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

REVIEW OF THESIS

In this thesis we will be looking at the synchronic function of the Gilaki causative suffix -be(ː)as well as its diachronic origins. I will show that this suffix is better explained as deriving from
Proto-Iranian (PIr.) *-au̯ai̯a- and that it is connected to the Eastern Iranian suffixes†Khotanese -ēv, †Khwarazmian -’wy, Wakhi -ʉv, Munji -ov, Ormuri -aw, Yidghai -iw and
Parachi -ew- and very likely to the Sanskrit causative suffix -āpaya-. This thesis will be
structured as follows. In this chapter I will discuss the classification of Gilaki and the history
of its attested manuscripts. In the second chapter I will give a basic overview of the Iranian
causative suffix from Old to Modern period. In the third chapter I will describe Gilaki
causative structure in the infinitive, past, present and future. In the fourth chapter I will
demonstrate that Gilaki suffix -be(ː)- is a causative suffix as well as prove that it cannot be
derived within Gilaki itself by phonological rule of -Vn- to -be(ː)-. Also I will introduce the
comparative evidence from the other Iranian languages as well as Sanskrit and demonstrate
that it is better explained as inherited from Proto-Indo-Iranian (PIIr.) and not as some sort of
borrowing through language contact. In the fifth chapter, conclusions, we see the result of this
study in short.
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1.2

GILAKI
1.2.1

CLASSIFICATION

Gilaki is a northwestern Iranian language, a branch of Indo-Iranian (Figure 1.1). The
background of this classification goes back to Voegelin (1987), who classifies Gilaki as a
western Iranian language of the northwestern subgroup. Christensen (1930) and Rastorgueva
(2012) support this view too. Geiger (1903), Sebeok (1970), Stilo (2001) and Windfuhr (2009)
classify Gilaki as belonging to a subgroup of the Caspian languages.

1.2.2

HISTORY

It is typically said that Gilaki’s written documentation spans around five centuries or more
(Rastorgoeva 2012, Rahmani 1985, Stilo 2001). However, other Gilaki manuscripts belong to
earlier periods. The most important Gilaki manuscripts1 are as follows:


A translation of the New Testament (Tazeh Qanoon) into Gilaki by Christian
missionaries, during the Qajar era (18th c.)



A book of botanical medicine with considerable Gilaki flora and fauna words by
Hakim Mo’men Dailami in 17th c. (McGill University Library);



Divan-e Sharafshah Dulaei, a book of Gilaki poetry, 14th c. (Souti 1979) 2;



The translation of Maqamat-e Hariri in ca. 15-16th c. (Malek Musem, MS. 2487)



Tafsir-i-kitabullah, an interpretation of Quran by Shahrdavir Dailami in ca.14th c.
(Islamic Parliament Research Center Of Iran 2008)



Al-Ibāna in religious matters by Abu Ja’far Husami in ca. 15th c. (Islamic Parliament
Research Center Of Iran 2008)

These last two books make Gilaki the oldest attested new Iranian language after Persian (see
Appendix A), leading recent studies (Emadi Haeri 2010) on old Iranian manuscripts to move
the attested history of Gilaki more than eight hundred years.

1 A comprehensive study is necessary to answer questions like where is geographical distribution of Gilaki and
how can we categorize Gilaki’s languages.
2 It seems that there is another collection of this poet in the Saltykov-Scherdin Library, Russia (Madani 1990).
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In addition, old Gilaki poets and sometimes their verses have been mentioned in historical or
biographical sources. Below I list a few of them:


Pandar-e Razi, 10th c. (Browne 1901)



Maste Mard (/Diur-e vaz or Divar-e vaz), 10th c. (H. Abbasi 2004)



Qasem Anvar, 14th c. (Nafisi 1957)



Hafiz Sabuni, 15th c. (Madani 1990)



Khan Ahmad Gilani, 17th c. (Pazhuheshgar 2011)



Mirza Abed Foomani, 19th c. (Madani 1990)

Presumably most other old Gilaki manuscripts have been lost or they are in private collections
around the world and no one has yet recognized the text.

1.2.3

CASPIAN LANGUAGES AND DIALECTS

In his recent book, Windfuhr (2009) posits the following subgrouping for Caspian languages:


Gilaki: Eastern, Western, Taleqani-Tonekaboni



Galeshi (Alborz herdsmen language)



Mazandarani (aka Tabari)



✝Gorgani (16th c.)

In comparison with the previous classification, the traditional classification considers Gilaki
to have three main dialects 1 : Western, Eastern and Galeshi, (Stilo 2001, Austin 2008,
Ehnologue) to which is sometimes added other dialects spoken in western and central
Mazandaran (Samereh 1988).

To differentiate and delineate varieties of Gilaki we need a comprehensive study which is in my idea one of the
most crucial necessity.
1

3

Proto-Indo-Iranian

Proto-Indic

Proto-Iranian

Old-Indic

Middle-Iranian

Middle-Indic

New-Iranian

New-Indic

Northwestern Iranian
Caspian Languages

Talyshi

Mazandarani
(Tabari)

Western

Figure 1.1Caspian languages tree

Gilaki

Galeshi

✝Gorgani
(16th c.)

Eastern Taleqani-Tonekaboni

For the purpose of this study I use the following names for Gilaki dialects. In Appendix B I
explained the reason behind these labeling.


Dailami: mostly spoken in highlands of Gilan, Mazandaran, Alborz, Semnan.



Gili: spoken in lowland regions of Gilan, and border of Gilan and Mazandaran



Tabari: spoken in midland and western region of Mazandaran and Golestan.
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CHAPTER 2
THE IRANIAN CAUSATIVE SUFFIX

2.1

CAUSATIVE VERBS

In this thesis I will examine the formation of the causative in two Gilaki dialects, Dakhili 1 and
Langaroudi (henceforth D-L). The analysis is done on Dailami and Gili which overlap with
Tabari. The morphological category of the causative is used to assert that someone/something
causes someone/something to complete an action or to change state. Causatives can be
defined on two levels, syntactic and semantic. Syntactically, a verb’s valence is increased when
it is made causative: it takes a new, additional argument. The difference between die and kill
illustrates this change; she died has one argument, but its causative counterpart has two: she

killed someone. Semantically, a causative consists of two parts 2 , an antecedent and a
4F

consequent. The former refers to the cause and the latter signifies the causee (Nedyalkov,
Silnitsky 1973: 1). For example, the reed music made them cry. Here the antecedent (causing)
is the reed music and the consequent (causee) is made them cry.
With respect to morphology, causatives can be classified into three (main) types: analytic,
lexical and morphological (Comrie 1981: 167ff). In an analytic causative, a verb with a
causative meaning (such as to cause/make) and a non-causative verb combine syntactically. In
other words, an analytic causative is a periphrastic construction, in which the concept of
causation is expressed by separate predicates. An example is she caused the baby to laugh
(where cause is the separate of predicate causation). The second type is when the causative
verb and non-causative one are not related to each other formally (that is, they have an
1 [däxili]. I choose the oldest historical name for the area (Madelung 1987). This area includes the north part of
Lahijan.
2 Together, these are known as a “causative situation” (Nedyalkov, Silnitsky 1973)
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“unsystematic” relationship): in a lexical causative, cause (antecedent) and causee (consequent)
are combined into a simple lexeme (Park 1994). A well-known example is the pair kill and die,
where kill is a lexical causative of die. In a morphological causative, the relation between the
non-causative and causative predicate is expressed by morphological means, e.g. affixation or
vowel alternation. For example, xand-id-an ‘to laugh’ and xand-ɑn-dan ‘to cause to laugh’ in
Persian where the suffixation of - ɑ n- maps the non-causative verb onto its causative
counterpart.
The focus of this study, is the morphological causatives in Gilaki. After describing
morphological causatives in the wider context of Iranian languages, I will give an account of
the Gilaki causative in detail in the next chapter.

2.2

THE IRANIAN LANGUAGES

The historical development of the Iranian language branch is typically classified into three
periods (Winfuhr 2009), Old Iranian (1200 – 500 BCE), Middle Iranian (400 BCE – 900 CE)
and New Iranian (900 CE – now).

2.2.1

OLD IRANIAN

To form a causative verb in Old Iranian (OIr.), the suffix -aiia- 1 was added to the strengthened
form of a verb root (Skjærvø 2009). This formation has four variations. First, if the root
consists of a short a before a single consonant, the vowel is lengthened. For example, tap ‘to
warm up, heat’ becomes tāpaiia- ‘to cause to warm up/heat’. In some cases, this change does
not happen. For example, while saδ ‘to appear’ should be sāδ, it remains unchanged, and the
causative form of this verb is saδaiia- ‘to cause to appear’. In the second case, the root’s vowel
comes before two consonants. In this case the root remains unaltered, e.g. baṇd ‘to bind’
becomes baṇdaiia-. Third, if a verb’s root ends in a long vowel ā, this is elided before the
causative suffix, e.g. stā- ‘to place, set’ becomes staiia- ‘to cause to place/set’. Fourth, if a verb
1 Before Hoffmann (1987), scholars traditionally represented Avestan -ii- and -uu- as -y- and -v-, respectively.
Hoffmann uses the representations ii and uu to capture the ambisyllabic status of these segments in intervocalic
position.
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root’s vowel is i or u , the vowel changes to full grade, e.g. vid- (viδ) ‘to know’ becomes

vaēδaiia- ‘to cause to know’ (Jackson 1892). In this time causatives are generally related to
intransitive and passive present verbs (Skjaervø 2009) 1 and their formation is based on present
stems (Abolghasemi 2010: 154).

2.2.2

MIDDLE IRANIAN

In Middle Iranian (MIr.), the causative suffix -ēn (and sometime -ān) attaches to verb’s present
stem. For example, ward ‘to turn; twist’ becomes ward-ān- or ward-ēn ‘to cause to turn,
change’. Usually, causatives are formed from intransitives (Skjaervø 2009), e.g. šaw- ‘to go’
becomes šaw-ēn ‘to cause to go’. But in rare cases, causatives are formed from transitive verbs;
ōzan- ‘to kill’, ōzan-ēn ‘to cause (someone) to kill (someone else)’.
In this period, past stems are made with suffixes -ist and -īd in Middle Persian and -ād in
Parthian (Abolghasemi 2010: 171). They sometimes are accompanied by the denominative
suffix -ēn, which is homophonous with the causative suffix. For example, āxez-ēn-ād ‘to cause
(someone) to stand (up someone (else)). Moreover, denominatives (sometimes) have a
causative meaning, e.g. royišn- ‘growth’, royišn-en ‘to make grow’; zād ‘born’, zād-ēn ‘to cause
to be born’.

2.2.3

NEW IRANIAN

In most of New Iranian (NIr.) languages, causatives are made from the present stem of
(in)transitive verbs with the suffixes -ɑn or -on, e.g. par- ‘to fly’ and par-ɑn- ‘to cause to fly’.
In early New Persian texts, there was a variant of this suffix, -an (a vs. ɑ), which has been lost,
e.g. xɑb-an ‘to cause to sleep’.
The MIr. past stem marker -īd, attaches to causative present stems, making a past causative
stem. For example, keʃ-ɑn ‘to cause to pull’ becomes keʃ-ɑn-īd. Sometimes the sound segment

-ī, is dropped, as in keʃ-ɑn-d (Abolghasemi 2001: 200).

1

Generally, they are found in the “present-system” (Jackson 1892)
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2.2.4

EXCEPTIONS

Just in two dialects of Gilaki (D-L) and eight eastern Iranian languages- †Khotanese,
†Khwarazmian, Pashto, Wakhi, Munji, Ormuri, Yidghai and Parachi- there are different
causative suffixes. I will discuss them properly in the third and fourth chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
THE STRUCTURE OF CAUSATIVES IN GILAKI

3.1

THE GILAKI CAUSATIVE SUFFIX

As discussed in Chapter 2, a causative verb describes a situation in which someone or
something causes someone or something to complete an action or to change state. In Gilaki,
as in most Iranian languages, the causative suffix -Vn- 1can be added to the verb’s present stem
(Rastrogoeva 2012): present stem + causative suffix, e.g. väjs-Vn- ‘enkindle’.
This study focuses on languages in the geographical area of Gilan, specifically two dialects, DL (Figure 3.1). I have gathered 82 causative verbs from the Gili and Dailami dialects. In the
following sections the structure of causative in infinitive, past, present and future forms is
examined.

1

The suffix -Vn- will be shorthand notation for any of the suffixes -an-, -aːn- or -ɑn-

9

Figure 3.A Map of Dakhili and Langaroudi dialects, Gilan, Iran

3.1.1

INFINITIVE

In the infinitive form present stem and the causative suffix -Vn- are followed by the infinitive
suffix -En where <E>=any variation of /e/1. Consider an example from Gili (1).
(1)

ʃǝk-an-eːn
break.PRS-CAUS-INF

I assume two different infinitive suffixes for causative and non-causative structures -En and -ən respectively. A
conjecture might be /e/ came from MIr. Denominative -īd1

10

‘to cause to break’
The causative suffix -Vn- attaches to two groups of verbs, intransitives like doʊ- ‘to run’ and
transitives such as dǝmir- ‘to drown, sink’.

3.1.2

PAST TENSE

All Gilaki languages follow the same pattern for the past tense1. The suffix -E- is used as the
past tense marker (2).
(2)

a. Rashti dialect

bǝ-2dǝv-ʌn-ɛ-m
BĒ-run.PRS-CAUS-PST-1SG
‘I caused (someone/something) to run’

b. Langaroudi dialect

dǝ-xǝs-on-eː
PRFX-soak.PRS-CAUS -PST.3SG
‘One caused (something) to soak’

3.1.3

FUTURE TENSE

Generally, the future is formed by a combination of the verb ‘to want’ xäsːǝn (xästǝn, xʌstǝn)
and any main verb. There is a distinct difference between the dialects in the eastern and
western regions of Gilan. Generally, western dialects conjugate the verb ‘to want’ along with
the infinitive form of a verb to form the future (3).

I am not aware of an exception.
In the Middle West Iranian languages, the prefix bē represents a completed event (Skjaervø 2009), and is
represented as aspectual BĒ. There are many variations of this bē in Gili, Dailami and Tabari, such as b-, bǝ-, bi, bI-, bɨ-, bu-, bʊ-, and bo-.
1
2
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(3)

Anzali dialect

xai-ǝm

vʌ-tʌv-an-eːn

want.PRS-1SG

PRFX-boil.PRS-CAUS-INF

‘I will boil’
On the other part, the eastern dialects and Dailami use the present stem of ‘to want’ plus the
conjugation of a verb (4)
(4)

Lahijani dialect

hin-ə

xa

də́-mir-on-ǝm

this-ACC

want.PRS

PRFX-die.PRS-CAUS-1SG

‘I will cause this to drown/sink’

3.1.4

PRESENT TENSE

The core of this study focuses on the Gilaki causatives in the present tense, with particular
attention to the Gili branch, in which two neighbor dialects, D-L, fail to conform to the pattern
that is otherwise observable in Gilaki. As I showed in previous sections, except for minor
phonological variations, almost all Gilaki dialects follow the same pattern in the infinitive, past
and future. This is true about the present tense, but there is a crucial difference between D-L
and other dialects (henceforth Oth.).
The eastern dialects of Gili have a present tense suffix, -(ǝ)n, which possibly goes back to OIr.
present active participle -ant- (5) (Agnes Korn, p.c. 5/12/2018). Just as in English (Comrie
1976) and Dutch (Vet et al. 2005), in OIr., Persian, and Gilaki the present tense can express
the future. Western Gili and highland Dalimi 1 do not possess the present tense suffix-(ǝ)n (6).
(5)

Dakhili dialect

kyl-e

1

oʊ

ʤi

Where Gili and Dailami dialects diverge from each other.
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ʃoʊ-n-ǝn

anchovy-ACC water

from

wash.PRS-PRS-3PL

‘They wash the anchovy with water’

(6)

Dailami dialect

vatʃǝ

vǝrg-ǝ

bur-ə́

boy

wolf-ACC

carry.PRS-3SG

‘The boy carries the wolf’
One would normally expect to find the causative suffix -Vn- in present tense in all Gilaki
dialects as well, like (7 a) in Oth. Instead, D-L applies a suffix, -be(ː)- (7 b, c), which appears
just in present tense.
(7)

a. Oth. dialects (Dailami)

lɑku

gärə́

dǝ-lak-án-e

girl

cradle.ACC

PRFX-shake.PRS-CAUS-3SG

‘The girl causes the cradle to move’

b. D-L dialect

xuʃk-ǝ

vǝlg-on-ǝ

suʤ-beː-n-ǝm

dry-REZ

leaf-PL-ACC burn.PRS-CAUS-PRS-1SG

‘I cause to burn dried leaves; I burn dried leaves’

c. D-L dialect
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gärǝ-aː

dǝ-lak-beː-n-ǝ

cradle-ACC

PRFX-shake.PRS-CAUS-PRS-3SG

‘One causes the cradle to move’

3.1.4.1

AN ANOMALY IN THE INFINITIVE

While generally causative verbs have the suffix -Vn- in their infinitive form, in few cases (8)
the D-L causative suffix -be(ː)- comes with verbs which do not have -Vn- in the infinitive
form. Their general structure is (PRFX)-stem.PST-INF 1.
(8)
a.

kand-ən
cut.PST-INF
‘to cut; to pick; to peel’

a.i.

ti

mʊ

kǝ-beː-n-ǝm

your

hair

pull out.PRS-CAUS-PRS-1SG

‘I pull out your hair’

b.

xoʊnd-ǝn
read.PST-INF
‘to read; to sing’

b.i.

1

bǝxaːlɪ ʃǝmǝ

gaːlǝʃɪ

All verbs from the data are listed in § 4.1
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xu-beː-n-in

apparently

you.PL

Galashi

sign.PRS-CAUS-PRS-

3PL
‘Apparently, you sing [something in] Galashi 1’

c.

du-xoʊnd-ǝn
PRFX-call.PST-INF
‘to call’

c.i.

mi

guläz-ǝ

ma

my

honor-is.PRS me.ACC

gälǝʃ

du-xoʊn-beː-n-ǝn

Galash PRFX.-call.PRS.-CAUS-

PRS. -3PL

‘It is my honor the call me Galash’

d.

aːrd-ǝn
bring.PST-INF
‘to bring’

d.i.

ʃoʊ

á-beː-n-i?

night

bring.PRS-CAUS-PRS-2SG

‘Do you bring [it] at night?; Will you bring it at night?’

1

Related to herdsmen who live in Gilan and Mazandaran highland regions.
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3.2

THE MORPHOLOGICAL CAUSATIVE IN THE EASTERN IRANIAN
LANGUAGES

This anomaly in the two dialects of Gilaki is remarkably rare but not is the only one in the
Iranian languages. Interestingly, a possibly-related exceptional causative suffix can be found
just in eight eastern Iranian languages, named Khotanese, Khwarazmian, Parachi, Wakhi,
Munji, Pashto, Ormuri, and Yidgha (I will discuss them in § 4.2). The chart below represents
the causative suffix in these languages (Morgenstierne 1938, Bailey 1968, Schwartz 1969,
Bashir 2009, Kieffer 2009).

Eastern Iranian Languages Causative Suffix

New

Middle
✝Khotanese

-ēv

✝ Khwarazmian

-’wy

Ormuri

Pashto

Parachi

Munji

-aw

-aw

-ew

-ov

Figure 3.2 Eastern Iranian languages with unexpected causative suffixes
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Wakhi Yidgha
-ʉv

-iw

CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS

4.1

SYNCHRONIC ANALYSIS

For this study I collected 82 causative verbs (i.e., those verbs containing a morphological
causative suffix) and analyzed their structure in the different dialects. All verbs in the following
list are causatives and are given in the present tense (where we see -be(ː)-) first person singular.
The first line is the infinitive form, cited as (PRFX)-stem.PRS-CAUS-INF; item (a) is the DL form, cited as (PRFX)-stem.PRS-CAUS-PRS-NUM; item (b) is the form found in Oth.
dialects, cited as (PRFX)-stem.PRS-CAUS-NUM. Gilaki dialects have different vowels for the
same stems or affixes. In order to have a single form in each line and to avoid (slightly)
different dialectal pronunciations, I use the capital letters A, E and V for /a/, /e/, and any
vowel, respectively. For some verbs’ present forms, I could not find enough evidence. In such
cases, I use the symbol en dash (–). I will discuss them in §§ 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. Finally, the symbol
slash (/) shows other possible forms.
(1) tərs-An-En ‘to scare’
a. tərs-be(ː)-n-əm
b. tərs-An-ə́m
(2) tərk-An-En ‘to burst’
a. tərk-be(ː)-n-əm
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b. tərk-An-ə́m
(3) və-tərk-An-En ‘to burst (intensified)’
a. və-tark-be(ː)-n-əm
b. və-tark-An-ə́m
(4) fə-läk-An-En ‘to shake’
a. fə-läk-be(ː)-n-əm
b. fə-läk-An-ə́m
(5) də-läk-An-En ‘to rock (a cradle)’
a. də-läk-be(ː)-n-əm
b. fə-läk-An-ə́m
(6) də-läg-An-En ‘to sway (e.g. intercourse)’
a. də-läg-be(ː)-n-əm
b. –
(7) fə-tak-An-En ‘to shake out; make something dry’
a. fə-tak-be(ː)-n-əm
b. fə-tak-An-ə́m
(8) də(r)-gAn-En (/dəgAdən) ‘to throw; to palm off’
a. də(r)-g-be(ː)-n-əm
b. də(r)-g-An-ə́m
(9) də-gAn-En ‘to pour’
a. də-g-be(ː)-n-əm
b. –
(10) ä-gən-En ‘to throw’
a. æ-g-be(ː)-n-əm
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b. æ-g-An-ə́m
(11) vər-gAn-En (/vərgAdən) ‘to spread; to exhaust (a horse)’
a. vər-g-be(ː)-n-əm
b. vər-g-An-əm
(12) dər-γAn-En ‘to feed (forcefully); to thrust (food)’
a. –
b. dər-γAn-ə́m
(13) toʊ-An-En / tAv-An-En ‘to boil (milk); to melt (metals)’
a. –
b. toʊ-An-ə́m / tAv-An-ə́m
(14) gul-An-En ‘to boil’
a. –
b. gul-An-ə́m
(15) vA-js-Vn-En ‘to make stand’
a. –
b. vA-js-An-əm
(16) ʧər-Vn-En ‘to feed; to graze’
a. –
b. ʧər-Vn-ə́m
(17) tʃərb-An-En ‘to exceed; to prevail’
a. –
b. ʧərb-An-ə́m
(18) ʧərx-An-En ‘to spin’
a. ʧərx-be(ː)-n-əm
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b. ʧərx-An-ə́m
(19) ʧIʃ-Vn-En ‘to make taste’
a. –
b. ʧIʃ-An-ə́m
(20) və-ʧIʃ-Vn-En ‘to make taste’
a. və-ʧɪʃ-be(ː)-n-əm
b. vA-ʧIʃ-Vn-ə́m
(21) ʧək-An-En ‘to drip’
a. ʧək-be(ː)-n-əm
b. ʧək-An-ə́m
(22) də-ʧ(ə)k-An-En / də-ʃk-An-En ‘to attach; to cause to stick (in mud)’
a. də-ʧ(ə)k-be(ː)-n-əm / də-ʃ(ə)k-be(ː)-n-əm
b. də-ʧ(ə)k-An-ə́m
(23) ʃək-An-En ‘to break’
a. ʃək-be(ː)-n-əm
b. ʃək-An-ə́m
(24) də-ʃk-An-En ‘to break (a layer, e.g. eggshell, skull); to defeat’
a. də-ʃkə-be(ː)-n-əm / də-ʃək-be(ː)-n-əm
b. də-ʃ(ə)k-An-ə́m
(25) vi-ris-An-En ‘to make someone/something stand up’
a. vi-ris-be(ː)-n-əm
b. vi-ris-An-əm
(26) xAr-An-En ‘to scratch’
a. –
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b. xAr-An-ə́m
(27) də-mir-Vn-En ‘to extinguish (fire); dampen’
a. –
b. də-mir-Vn-ə́m
(28) gərd-An-En ‘to turn’
a. gərd-be(ː)-n-əm
b. gərd-An-ə́m
(29) fə-gərd-An-E-n ‘to demolish; to overthrown’
a. fə-gərd-be(ː)-n-əm
b. fə-gərd-An-ə́m
(30) fu-rusː-An-En ‘to scratch; to detach leaves from a branch’
a. fu-rus-be(ː)-n-əm
b. fu-rus-An-ə́m
(31) xuʃ-An-En ‘to dry’
a. xuʃ-be(ː)-n-əm
b. xuʃ-An-ə́m
(32) vV-xuʃ-An-En ‘to dry; to evaporate (water from stew or rice paddies)’
a. vä-xuʃ-be(ː)-n-əm
b. vV-xuʃ-An-ə́m
(33) vA-tAv-An-En ‘to make angry’
a. –
b. vA-tAv-An-ə́m
(34) fə-ʧəm-An-En ‘to bend’
a. –
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b. fə-ʧəm-An-ə́m
(35) hə-ʧVm-An-En ‘to bend’
a. hə-ʧim-be(ː)-n-əm
b. hə-ʧəm-Vn-ə́m
(36) də/ʧə/ʤə-pərk-An-En ‘to startle (from sleeping); to tremble’
a. də-pərk-be(ː)-n-əm
b. də/ʧə/ʤə-pərk-An-ə́m
(37) xus-An-En ‘to put to sleep; to appease; to mollify’
a. xus-be(ː)-n-əm
b. xus-An-ə́m
(38) də/hə-xəs-Vn-En ‘to send’
a. də-xəs-be(ː)-n-əm
b. hə-xəs-An-ə́m
(39) də-xəs-Vn-En / də-js-Vn-En ‘to dampen’
a. də-xəs-be(ː)-n-əm
b. də-xəs-An-ə́m / də-js-Vn-ə́m
(40) də-pəlk-An-En ‘to dampen (rice and clothes); to make seed swell’
a. də-pəlk-be(ː)-n-əm
b. də-pəlk-An-ə́m
(41) doʊ-An-En ‘to (make someone) run’
a. doʊ-be(ː)-n-əm
b. doʊ-An-ə́m
(42) də-t(A)r-Vn-En / də-t(A)rVn-En ‘to press one against something; to cause to
escape; to dribble’
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a. də-t(ə)roʊn-be(ː)-n-əm / də-tər-be(ː)-n-əm
b. də-tər-An-ə́m
(43) və-ʃk-An-En ‘to split (log)’
a. və-ʃ(ə)k-be(ː)-n-əm
b. və-ʃk-An-ə́m
(44) fu-rAn-En ‘to drive; to stampede’
a. fu-r-be(ː)-n-əm / fu-roʊn-beː-n-əm
b. fu-r-An-ə́m
(45) rəm-An-En ‘to stampede (horse, chicken, etc.)’
a. –
b. rəm-An-ə́m
(46) hə-rəs-An-En ‘to deliver completely; to be enough’
a. b. rəs-An-ə́m
(47) rəxs-An-En ‘to make one dance’
a. rəxs-be(ː)-n-əm
b. rəxs-An-ə́m
(48) muʤ-An-En ‘to explore; to move’
a. muʤ-be(ː)-n-əm
b. muʤ-An-ə́m
(49) k(A)l-(A)n-En 1 ‘to pour; to throw away’
a. käl-be(ː)-n-əm
b. käl-An-ə́m

1

The causative suffix -Vn- is realized as -n- .
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(50) də-kAl-n-En ‘to demolish’
a. də-käl-be(ː)-n-əm
b. də-k(A)l-An-ə́m
́
(51) sAb-An-En / soʊ-An-En ‘to scrub; to grind’
a. soʊ-be(ː)-n-əm
b. sAb-An-ə́m / soʊ-An-ə́m
(52) suʤ-An-En ‘to cause to burn’
a. suʤ-be(ː)-n-əm
b. suʤ-An-ə́m
(53) və-suʤ-An-En ‘to evaporate’
a. və-suʤ-be(ː)-n-əm
b. və-suʤ-An-ə́m
(54) vu-suʤ-An-En ‘evaporate water excessive liquid’
a. –
b. vu-suʤ-An-ə́m
(55) fu-suʤ-An-En ‘to cause to burn (a layer, skin, hair, etc.)’
a. fu-suʤ-be(ː)-n-əm
b. fu-suʤ-An-ə́m
(56) vA-gir-An-En ‘to enkindle’
a. vä-gir-be(ː)-n-əm
b. vA-gir-An-ə́m
(57) γəlt-Vn-En ‘to make to roll’
a. γəlt-be(ː)-n-əm
b. γəlt-An-ə́m
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(58) gu-ruz-An-En ‘to cause to escape’
a. –
b. gu-ruz-An-ə́m
(59) bu-/vu-ruʤ-An-En ‘to cause to escape’
a. vu-ruʤ-be(ː)-n-əm
b. bu-/vu-ruʤ-An-ə́m
(60) fo-ʊz-An-En ‘to cause to elope’
a. fo-z-be(ː)-n-əm
b. fo-z-An-ə́m
(61) və-lArd-An-E-n ‘to shave (skin, flesh); to break (nail)’
a. və-lärd-be(ː)-n-əm
b. və-lArd-An-ə́m
(62) və-piʧ-An-En ‘to twist’
a. və-piʧ-be(ː)-n-əm
b. və-piʧ-An-ə́m
(63) kut 1-An-En ‘to beat; to pound’
a. kut-be(ː)-n-əm
b. kut-An-ə́m
(64) fə-kut-An-En ‘to slam (body)’
a. fə-kut-be(ː)-n-əm
b. fə-kut-An-ə́m
(65) də-kut-An-En ‘to vaccinate; to punch’

1

While other stems are formed based on present tense, unexpectedly kut- ‘beat’ is a past tense one.
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a. də-kut-be(ː)-n-əm
b. də-kut-An-ə́m
(66) guzər-An-En ‘to pass’
a. guzər-be(ː)-n-əm
b. guzər-An-ə́m
(67) fu-ʧurəsː-An-En ‘to weep and hide tears’
a. –
b. fu-ʧurəsː-An-ə́m
(68) fo(ʊ)/doʊ/dor-s-An-En 1 ‘to tear up’
a. foʊ-s-be(ː)-n-əm
b. fo(u)/doʊ/dor-s-An-ə́m
(69) doʊ/dors-s-An-En ‘to dinge’
a. doʊ-s-be(ː)-n-əm
b. dor-s-An-ə́m
(70) də-mäs-An-En ‘to cause to stick’
a. də-mäs-be(ː)-n-əm
b. də-mäs-An-ə́m
(71) pərk-An-En ‘to shake’
a. –
b. pərk-An-ə́m
(72) lərz-An-En ‘to shake’
a. lərz-be(ː)-n-əm
b. lərz-An-ə́m

1

This verb confirms that dər- in dər-gAnEn is a prefix.
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(73) ləŋg-An-En ‘to lame (to cause to lameness); to obstruct; to put off’
a. ləŋg-be(ː)-n-əm
b. ləŋg-An-ə́m
(74) fə-trAk-An-En ‘to push furiously; to attack; to shut up’
a. fə-träk-be(ː)-n-əm
b. –
(75) və-burx-An-En ‘to bead’
a. –
b. və-burx-An-ə́m
(76) vA-gur-An-En / vA-bur-An-En ‘to digest’
a. –
b. vA-gur-An-ə́n / vA-bur-An-ə́n
(77) də-kəʃ-An-En ‘to cinch’
a. də-kəʃ-be(ː)-n-əm
b. də-kəʃ-An-ə́m
(78) (fə-)rəs-An-En ‘to deliver; to reach; to conduct; to give’
a. rəs-be(ː)-n-əm
b. (fə-)rəs-An-ə́m
There are some verbs with no causative suffix in their infinitive, past and future form but in
D-L. the causative -be(ː)- appears in present tense. These verbs were mentioned in 3.1.4.1 and
I repeat them here for the convenience of the readers. These verbs have the form (PRFX)stem.PST-INF in the infinitive (first line) and the form (PRFX)-stem.PRS-CAUS-PRS-NUM
in the present tense (here 1st singular; second line).
(79) kənd-ən ‘to dig; to pick; to detach’
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a. kə-be(ː)-n-əm
(80) xoʊnd-ən ‘to sing; to read’
a. xu-be(ː)-n-əm
(81) du-χoʊnd-ən ‘to call’
a. du-χoʊn-be(ː)-n-əm
(82) ärd-ən ‘to bring’
a. a-be(ː)-n-əm
In the section below I try to answer to all possible questions regarding the data I have gathered
here.

4.1.1

IS

-be(ː)-

REALIZED

IN

A

SPECIFIC

PHONOLOGICAL

ENVIRONMENT?
This question targets the synchronic side of this study and asks if -be(ː)- is realized for any
particular phonological reasons. Is it possible to assume a phonologically motivated change
from the regular causative marker -Vn- to -be(ː)- (-Vn-  -be(ː)-)? As I mentioned in chapter
3, -be(ː)- is not realized in the infinitive, past and future.
(83)

a. ləŋg-än-en (infinitive)
stem.PRS-CAUS-INF
‘to lame (to cause to lameness); to obstruct; to put off’
b. bə-ləng-än-e-m (past)
BE-lame.PRS-CAUS-PST-1SG
‘I cause [someone/something] to lame’
c. xä

bǝ-ləŋg-on-ǝm (future)
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will.PRS

BE-lame.PRS-CAU-1SG

‘I will cause [someone/something] to lame’
What makes D-L dialects interesting here is-(ə)n-, the present tense suffix. If we follow the
regular pattern of causative construction in Gilaki we should have -Vn-(V)n after the stem in
D-L. The present tense suffix comes after causative suffix -Vn- (stem -Vn-ən), therefore we
would have ləŋg-än-(ə)n-əm (which is ungrammatical).
d. *ləŋg-än-(ə)n-əm
lame.PRS-CAUS-PRS-1SG
‘I cause you to lame’
A possible hypothesis is that in D-L disallow the VnVn sequence, but this hypothesis is
disconfirmed by at least two examples; kuʃ-ən-ən ‘they kill’ and xus-ən-ən ‘they sleep’.
e. kuʃ-ən-ən
kill.PRS-PRS-3PL
‘They kill [someone/something]’
f. xus-ən-ən
sleep.PRS-PRS-3PL
‘They sleep’
A revised hypothesis would be that these dialects disallow VnVn in cases in which the vowels
are phonemically similar, as in the case of [ä] (in the causative suffix) and [ə] (in the present
tense marker). But this hypothesis also disconfirmed as [ä] and [ǝ] are different phonemes in
Gilaki. A minimal pair like dəs ‘hand’ and däs ‘sickle’ demonstrates the answer. Another
possible assumption is that if these two dialects do not avoid the regular causative marker,
then maybe all stems in D-L have a phonological feature in common in their last sound
segment which makes the regular causative suffix (-Vn-) drop or change to -be(ː)-. In other
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words, -Vn- drops for a purely phonological reason in the presence of the shared phonological
feature. The following table 1 shows the stems in D-L vary in their sound features.

Table 4.1 D-L causative verbs’ last sound segment with their frequency
BILABIAL

LABIODENTAL2

(INTER-) ALVEOLAR PALATOALVEOLAR
DENTAL

d:2

k:9
s:10 z:3

FRICATIVE

ʃ:3

g:2

x:2

ʧ:1 ʤ:3

AFFRICATE
NASAL

GLOTTAL

3

t:2

STOP

VELAR

m:1

n:6

LATERAL

l:2

TRILL

r:8

As the chart suggests it is not easy to assume a common feature for these sounds and on that
account find an environment to support the latter assumption about dropping -Vn- and adding

-be(ː)-. The numbers in the table represent frequency of stems’ last sound in D-L. The reason
for considering their frequency is if one sound with the significantly high frequency be a model
for later analogy which is invalided by the table. It seems that the existence of -be(ː)- in D-L is
not derived synchronically for any a phonological reason.

In the data there are two stems end in vowel [ʊ] in D-L dialects.
In Dakhili /v/ and /f/ are not completely labio-dental; the upper teeth may not touch lower lips as they do in
Persian and English. It needs a different study on these sound’s place of articulation. As I am not completely
sure I transcribe them as labio-dental fricative.
3 In the articulation of D-L palato-alveolars, the tongue blade is more fronted than English.
1
2
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HOW DO WE KNOW -be(ː)- IS A SUFFIX AND SPECIFICALLY A

4.1.2

CAUSATIVE SUFFIX?
As mentioned before in §2.2.2 and 2.2.3 the regular causative marker is -Vn- in most of the
MIr. and NIr. languages, and Gilaki is no exception for the most part. For the purpose of this
study I analyze 82 verbs in two groups of dialects: the D-L group exhibiting present causatives
with -be(ː)- vs. all other dialects, which instead exhibit -Vn- (Table 4.2). I examine the function
and construction of these two causative suffixes in these contrasting groups. In general, -be(ː)and -Vn- occupy the same position in a verb form’s sequence of affixes. We saw this paradigm
in data section (§4.1) which shows the identical function of these two suffixes.
A careful reader may have compared the Gilaki causative construction ((PRFX)-stem-CAUSPST-INF) with the verb (8) də(r)-gAn-En ‘to throw; to palm off’ and asked why the causative
suffix does not appear in this case. An answer for this question may substantiate the
assumption with evidence that both -Vn- and -be(ː)- are causative suffixes. The data (§4.1)
shows that when a stem ends in /Vn/ (e.g. gən- or rAn-), two final sounds are taken as
causative suffix- that is to say, gən- is interpreted as g-ən in present tense, where g- is the stem
and -ən is the causative suffix. D-L confirms this assumption where gən- appears as g-be(ː)- in
present tense.
Table 4.2 gives us a better picture of the data and the given issue about both Gilaki causative
suffixes, -Vn- and -be(ː)-. Except the first and second column which are self-explanatory, it
may be necessary to introduce other columns:


columns 3 and 4: examine the realization of causative marker -be(ː)- and -Vnin all 82 verbs.



column 5: marks a verb which does not exist or no longer used in D-L.



column 6: introduces an assumption about the existence of causative suffix -

be(ː)- in some verb with regard to column 5.


column 7: marks a stem which ends in /Vn/ (discussed in the previous
paragraph).

It is necessary to explain two points about the data. As the table 4.2 shows in some cases just

-Vn- is realized which may raise a question about the absence of -be(ː)-. This data has been
collected from two groups of dialects. Although I tried to collect one to one testable causative
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verb in both groups, as the chart shows there are some verbs in the first group which may not
be used in the second group and vice versa; for example, gulAnEn ‘to boil’ (N15, Table 4.2)
has no counterpart in the D-L group. Second, at the time of this study I am not sure about
the realization of -be(ː)- in some verbs like dərγänen ‘to feed (forcibly)’ (N12, Table 4.2) due
to unavailability of data from some varieties in D-L regions. However, because such verbs
exist in D-L, I assume that at least some speakers employ a form with -be(ː)-, or that they
would accept it if they heard it spoken. A different study on these verbs or even made-up
verbs is necessary to find the degree of acceptability them.
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Table 4.2 Realization of causative suffixes, -be(ː)- and -Vn-, in Gilaki causative verbs

N
1

VERB
tərs-An-En

-be(ː)-

-Vn-

REALIZED

REALIZED

NOT A D-L

-be(ː)-

(CAUSATIVE)

PROBABLY

VERB

REALIZED

STEM
ENDS
IN
/Vn/

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

?

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

?

-

-

YES

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

YES

-

-

YES

-

YES

-

YES

YES

-

YES

?

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

‘to scare’
2

tərk-An-En
‘to burst’

3

və-tərk-An-En
‘to burst (intensified)’

4

fə-läk-An-En
‘to shake’

5

də-läk-An-En
‘to rock (a cradle)’

6

də-läg-An-En
‘to sway (e.g. intercourse)’

7

fə-tak-An-En
‘to shake out; make something
dry’

8

də(r)-gAn-En
‘to throw; to palm off’

9

də-gAn-En
‘to pour’

10

A-gən-En
‘to throw’

11

vər-gAn-En
‘to spread; to exhaust (a horse)’

12

dər-γAn-En
‘to feed (forcefully); to thrust
(food)’

13

toʊ-An-En
‘to boil (milk); to melt (metals)’

14

tAv-An-En
‘to boil (milk); to melt (metals)’
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Table 4.2 (continued)
15

gul-An-En

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

‘to boil’
16

vA-js-Vn-En
‘to make stand’

17

ʧər-Vn-En
‘to feed; to graze’

18

tʃərb-An-En
‘to exceed; to prevail’

19

ʧərx-An-En
‘to spin’

20

ʧIʃ-Vn-En
‘to make taste’

21

və-ʧIʃ-Vn-En
‘to make taste’

22

ʧək-An-En
‘to drip’

23

də-ʧ(ə)k-An-En / də-ʃk-An-En
‘to attach; to cause to stick (in
mud)’

24

ʃək-An-En
‘to break’

25

də-ʃk-An-En
‘to break (a layer, e.g. eggshell,
skull); to defeat’

26

vi-ris-An-En
‘to make someone/something
stand up’

27

xAr-An-En
‘to scratch’

28

də-mir-Vn-En
‘to extinguish (fire); dampen’

29

gərd-An-En
‘to turn’

30

fə-gərd-An-En
‘to demolish; to overthrown’
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Table 4.2 (continued)
31

fu-rusː-An-En

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

?

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

‘to scratch; to detach leaves
from a branch’
32

xuʃ-An-En
‘to dry’

33

vV-xuʃ-An-En
‘to dry; to evaporate (water
from stew or rice paddies)’

34

vA-tAv-An-En
‘to make angry’

35

fə-ʧəm-An-En
‘to bend’

36

hə-ʧVm-An-En
‘to bend’

37

də-pərk-An-En
‘to startle (from sleeping); to
tremble’

38

ʧə/ʤə-pərk-An-En
‘to startle (from sleeping); to
tremble’

39

də-xəs-Vn-En
‘to send’

40

hə-xəs-Vn-En
‘to send’

41

də-xəs-Vn-En
‘to dampen’

42

də-js-Vn-En
‘to dampen’

43

də-pəlk-An-En
‘to dampen (rice and clothes);
to make seed swell’

44

doʊ-An-En
‘to (make someone) run’
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Table 4.2 (continued)
45

də-t(A)r-Vn-En / də-t(A)rVn-

YES

YES

-

-

?

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

-

YES

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

En
‘to press one against
something; to cause escape; to
dribble’
46

və-ʃk-An-En
‘to split (log)’

47

fu-rAn-En
‘to drive; to stampede’

48

rəm-An-En
‘to stampede (horse, chicken,
etc.)’

49

rəs-An-En
‘to deliver; to reach; to
conduct; to give’

50

(hə-)rəs-An-En
‘to deliver completely; to be
enough ’

51

rəxs-An-En
‘to make one dance’

52

muʤ-An-En
‘to explore; to move’

53

kAl-n-En
‘to pour; to throw away’

54

də-kAl-n-En
‘to demolish’

55

sAb-An-En
‘to scrub; to grind’

56

soʊ-An-En
‘to scrub; to grind’

57

suʤ-An-En
‘to cause to burn’

58

və-suʤ-An-En
‘to evaporate’

59

vu-suʤ-An-En
‘to evaporate excessive liguid’

60
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Table 4.2 (continued)
61

vA-gir-An-En

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

?

-

-

YES

YES

?

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

-

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

-

YES

-

‘to enkindle’
62

γəlt-Vn-En
‘to make to roll’

63

gu-ruz-An-En
‘to cause to escape’

64

bu-/vu-ruʤ-An-En ‘to cause
to escape’

65

fo-ʊz-An-En
‘to cause to elope’

66

və-lArd-An-En
‘to shave (skin, flesh); to break
(nail)’

67

və-piʧ-An-En
‘to twist’

68

kut-An-En
‘to beat; to pound’

69

fə-kut-An-En
‘to slam (body)’

70

də-kut-An-En
‘to vaccinate; to punch’

71

guzər-An-En
‘to pass’

72

fu-ʧurəsː-An-En
‘to weep and hide tears’

73

fo(u)/doʊ-s-An-En
‘to tear up’

74

dor-s-An-En
‘to tear up

75

doʊ-s-An-En
‘to dinge’

76

dors-s-An-En
‘to dinge’

77

də-mäs-An-En
‘to cause to stick’

78

pərk-An-En
‘to shake’
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Table 4.2 (continued)
79

lərz-An-En

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

?

-

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

YES

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

-

-

-

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

-

-

-

-

YES

-

-

-

-

‘to shake’
80

ləŋg-An-En
‘to lame (to cause to
lameness); to obstruct; to put
off’

81

fə-trAk-An-En
‘to push furiously; to attack; to
shut up’

82

və-burx-An-En
‘to bead’

83

vA-gur-An-En
‘to digest’

84

vA-bur-An-En
‘to digest’

85

də-kəʃ-An-En
‘to cinch’

86

fə-rəs-An-En
‘to conduct, to give’

87

kənd-ən
‘to dig; to pick; to detach’

88

xoʊnd-ən
‘to sing; to rea

89

du-χoʊnd-ən
‘to call’

90

ärd-ən
‘to bring’
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4.2

DIACHRONIC ANALYSIS OF -be(ː)-

In the previous section we saw a synchronic analysis of the Gilaki causative suffix in which
the phonological environment of -be(ː)- could not account for its appearance. With the
diachronic introduction of the Iranian causative suffix in §2.2 we cannot trace -be(ː)- into Old
Persian, Avestan, Middle Persian, Sogdian and New Persian. To explicate this issue in this
section, I explore two old Iranian languages, †Khotanese and †Khwarazmian, then with
examining Sanskrit (an Indic language) and draw upon phonological evidence from PIE, I
argue that Gilaki probably inherited -be(ː)- and that it can be traced back to a PIIr.
phonological phenomena.

4.2.1

KHOTANESE CAUSATIVE SUFFIX

Khotanese (a.k.a Saka) is an eastern Iranian language, that was once spoken in what is now
southern Xinjian province of China. It is attested in documents from MIr. period (Emmrick
2009) in two writing systems, Brahmi and Kharoshti, both of which are elsewhere used for
Indic texts. Khotanese manuscripts are mostly translations of Buddhist religious texts
containing many loanwords from Prakrit, a MInd. language (Emmerick 1968, Bailey 1979).
There are two causative suffixes in Khotanese, primary/secondary -āñ and -ev (Bailey 1979:
185-87).
(84)
a. -āñ: aphir-āñ ‘caus. to be disturbed’; uysv-āñ ‘to make sweat’; tv-āñ ‘to
strengthen’
b. -ev: hamd-ev- ‘to ripen’; kṣam-ev- ‘to ask forgiveness of’ (Bailey 1979)
Khotanese shows an unexpected causative suffix -ev, which we do not see in OIr. languages
like Avestan and Old Persian. As Khotanese was under influence of Prakrit it is not
inconceivable that the causative suffix in question was borrowed from Indic. For this reason,
it is necessary to look over the morphological causative construction in Indic branch.
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4.2.1.1

INDIC LANGUAGES

The Indic languages are typically divided into three significant stages (Jain & Cardona 2007):
Old Indic (ca. 1500-300 BCE), Middle Indic (ca. 300 BCE – 1500 CE), and New Indic (1500
to present).

4.2.1.2

OLD INDIC

In the varieties of Sanskrit constituting Old Indic (OInd.), the causative suffix -aya, generally
attaches to the strengthened form of the root, as in Iranian. Causatives are conjugated as class
10 verbs, which are weak forms of the root. There are six formations in causatives with -aya(Whitney 1945, Macdonell 1927) 1. First, roots which contain the resonants /i/, /u/, /ṛ/, and
/ḷ/ change to full grade, e.g. vid ‘to know’ becomes ved-aya ‘to cause to know’. There are
some exceptions such as vip/vip-aya, riṣ/riṣ-aya, and roots like duṣ, which do not have a full
grade form. Second, roots with a vowel in the final position are lengthened, e.g. bhū → bhāv-

aya. Exceptions are roots ending in i/ī. Third, roots with a vowel /a/ in initial or medial
position (syllable with one mora) has two forms possible outcomes: on occasion they remain
unchanged (jan-aya) or are changed (i.e. lengthened, svāp-aya). Fourth, roots with vowel /ā/,
/ṛ/, or sometimes /i/ and/ī/ in final position, epenthesize /p/ before the causative suffix -

aya-, e.g. ji- ‘conquer’ becomes jā-paya ‘to cause to conquer’. Some roots with the long vowel
/ā/ do not have /p/ before the causative marker, e.g. pā ‘to drink’ becomes pāy-aya ‘to cause
to drink’.

4.2.1.3

MIDDLE INDIC

In Middle Indo-Aryan (MInd.), the causative suffix with epenthetic -p- (i.e. -āpaya-) becomes
the common mark of causativization. It emerges as a frequent way of forming causatives,
regardless of a root’s formation. This productive suffix became -āvē- (Masica 1991), with /p/
leniting as /v/ and -aya- coalescing as -e- (Shwarzschild 1965).

There are number of exceptions. The thesis is not concerned with these exceptions. Hence, I just mention them
as necessary.

1
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4.2.1.4

NEW INDIC

The causative suffixes of New Indic (NInd.) languages are based on the MInd. causative suffix

-āvē- (Masica 1991).

Table 4.3 Indic languages’ causative suffixes
CAUSATIVE SUFFIX
-aya-

OLD

-āpaya-

INDIC

-aya-

MIDDLE
INDIC

-(ɨn)āw(Kashmiri)
-ā-, -vā(Hindi)
NEW
INDIC

-āv-, avāv(Awadhi)

-āpaya-

-āvē-

-āu-, -vāu-

-i-, -ā-, -ū-

-i-, -āu-

-ā-, -vā-

(Punjabi)

(Kumaun)

(Nepali)

(Lahnda)

-ā-, -uwā-,
-owā(Assames)

-ā-, - ār-, ārā-

-āu-, -bāu-

-ā-, -vā-

(Sindhi)

(Jaipuri)

(Braj)

-āb-, abāeb-

(Mathili)

-āv-, (a)vāv-

(Bhojpuri)

-ā-, -vā-

-āv-, -āḍ-,
-ā(v)ḍāv-

-ā-, (-o-)

-ā-, (-o-), (a)vā-

-ay(a)-

(Bundeli)

-av-

-ā-

(Marathi)

(Oriya)

(Gujarati)
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(Bengali)

(Chhattisgar)

(Konkani)

The Influence of Indic texts on Khotanese manuscripts may assist us with this assumption if
causative -ev is related to the Prakrit one, -āvē-. That is to say, Khotanese causative suffix had
been borrowed from Prakrit, probably through borrowing several words containing the
causative suffix, allowing that suffix to be reanalyzed as a productive part of the morphology
of Khotanese. A similar idea was advanced by Morgenstierne (1938), who postulated an Indic
origin for causative suffixes in five eastern Iranian languages- Wakhi (-ʉv), Munji (-ov), Ormuri
(-aw), Yidghai (-iw) and Parachi (-ew)- asserting that “Wakh[i] -v- cannot go back to Ir. -pand the suffix must be of I[ndo]A[ryan] origin” (p. 497). While Bailey (1979) supports this
assumption about Khotanese (Khot. -ev < Prkt. -āvē- < Skt. -āpaya), confirming the
transformation of intervocalic consonant /p/ to /v/, Emmerick (1968), by contrast, rejects
this idea:
It is difficult to continue to believe that -ev is Ind[ic] in origin (<-āpaya) the more
widespread it appears to have been in Ir[anian]. Of certainly Ind. origin, Kh[otanese]
has dukhev-, *khijev-, upev-, samev-, *suhev-. In Ir. Cf. Par[achi] -ēw-, Paštō, Orm[uri]

-aw-, Munjī -ōv-, Yidgha -iw-, Waxī -uw- (p. 187)

4.2.2

KHWARAZMIAN CAUSATIVE SUFFIX

Another Eastern Middle Iranian language was spoken in an area around the lower course of
the Amu Darya river and the southern Aral Sea (Durkin-Meisterernst 2009). Unlike
Khotanese, which was influenced by Middle Indic languages, Khwarazmian does not exhibit
this impact. Its causative suffix -’wy cannot be assigned an Indic origin (Schwartz 1969), as
/p/ in -āpaya- would have developed not as /w/ but /b/. In other words, if the Khwarazmian
causative suffix was originated from Indic it would be realized as -’by (Schwartz, p.c.,
8/31/2017) which can be reconstructed in its PIr. form as *-au̯ai̯a- (Cathcard 2015). In spite
of the fact that we cannot be sure about origin of the Khotanese causative suffix, our secondoldest attested language (with unexpected causative suffix), Khwarazmian, allows us to assume

*-au̯ai̯a- as a “genuine Iranian feature” in the aforementioned eastern Iranian languages
(Schwartz 1969).
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4.2.3

HOW OLD IS -āpaya- IN SANSKRIT?

If these two sister languages (Indo-Iranian) have not borrowed the suffixes -āpaya- and *-

au̯ai̯a- from each other, then do we have any idea how old the Sanskrit suffix is? The oldest
evidence of this unexpected causative suffix in an Indo-Iranian language is found in the oldest
book of the Rig Veda. One in-depth study of Sanskrit -āpaya- has been done by Insler (1987)
on simple present verbs in (85) and their causative counterparts in Sanskrit to show the nearly
parallel existence of -āpaya- and -aya-.
(85)

krīnā́ti ‘buys’; adhīté ‘studies’; jaýati ‘conquers, wins’; sı́dhyati ‘reaches,

succeed’; prīmanā́ti ‘destorys’; minóti ‘fixes’; dī́yati ‘flies’; vilī́yat ‘melts, dissolves’;

khidáti ‘crushes’; praviyate ‘becomes pregnant’; bibhéti ‘fears’; vismáyate ‘is
frightened’; uchráyate ‘rises; śī́yate ‘freezes’
Consider the pair śī́yate ‘falls’: śāpayati ‘make them fall’(p. 60-61) Insler assumes the root of

śāpayati in AVŚ (Atharavaveda-Samhitā, Śaunakīya: 4.18.4) is śī ‘fall’, which makes śāpayati
‘make them fall’ a complementary pair with ṛdantu ‘let them collapse’ and set a relationship
with intransitive śī́yate ‘falls’ (AVS 18.3.60b). He concludes that “from the time of the AV
basic correspondence attested involves a caus[ative] in -āpáyati patterning with an intransitive
form in -ī́yate” and the pair-śāpayati ‘make them fall’: śī́yate ‘falls’- acts in accordance with the
model in AV.
After analyzing the verbs in (85) and their causative form, Insler gives a chronological table of
the oldest attestation of -āpaya- (p.63):
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Table 4.4 Chronological table of -aya- and -āpaya(IN)TRANSTIVE FORM

jaýati

TEXT

CAUSATIVE FORM

TEXT

RV+

jāpaýati

uchráyate

RV+

uchrāpyati

VS

bhāyate; bibhéti

RV, AV;

bhāpayati

AV

VS

ABr+

śī́yate ‘falls’

AV+

śāpáyati

AV

śī́yate ‘freezes’

TS+

śāpáyati

AV

kṣī́yate ‘perishes’

RV+

kṣāpáyati

AV

vilī́yate

AV+

vilāpáyati

ŚBr

pravī́yate

RV+

pravāpáyati

KS

adhīté

ŚBr

adhyāpáyati

ŚānkhŚrS

pramī́yate

RV+

pramāpáyati

Yāska

vismáyate

ŚBr

vismāpáyati

MBh

As the chart shows it seems that these causative forms are first attested in later texts (i.e. they
are younger) than their (in)transitive forms. However, Insler (p.63) notes although some of
them appear later, they must be older. For example, vismāpáyati appears in the Epic first but
it should be formed based on an older pair bhāyate : bhāpayati. Then, he classifies causative
forms in two categories:
(86)

a) older causative forms in -āpayati which correlate with -áyati or áyate, such

as uchráyate : uchrāpáyati based on RV+ dháyati ‘sucks’ : RV dhāpáyate ŚBr dhāpáyati,
from the root dhā, “since it is the class of -ā roots where a caus[ative]in -āpayáti is
historically correct” (p. 64).
b) younger causative forms in -āpayati correlate with -ī́yate, such as vilī́yate :

vilāpáyati, based on the root lī as it has two present intransitive forms- RV+ láyate and
AV+ lī́yate. To form the younger -ap̄áyati, a pair lī́yate : lāpáyati becomes the model
which took the place of older pair láyate : lāpáyati.
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4.2.4

WHAT ARE /p/ AND */u̯/ IN -āpaya-/-au̯ai̯a-?

Finding a plausible answer for this question is one of the most perplexing parts of the current
study. To the best of my knowledge I may say there is almost no study on explaining the
consonant insertion in Iranian *-au̯ai̯a- while the existence of /p/ in the IA causative
counterpart has been questioned with uncertainty by some scholars such as Ghosh (1982) who
thinks 1 /p/ is related to the nominal suffix -pa- with its root enlargement function appears as

-p-, and also Schleicher (1874) assumes /p/ is cognate with ap ‘do, make’:
It is difficult to explain the suffix -paya-… . The attempts to prove the existence of
this -paya- in other Indo-European languages seems to me unsuccessful, so that I
prefer to consider it as a new formation in Indian… .Probably there are compoundf[or]ms, containing a √pa=ap, meaning ‘do, make’…pa-ya- will then be causative
stem of this root… . (p.176)
Before going further let us summarize what we already know from previous sections (4.2.14.2.3).
(a)

In both Indic and Iranian the causative suffix -āpaya-/*-au̯ai̯a- appears independently,

(b)

The Iranian languages have not borrowed *-au̯ai̯a- from Indic languages,

(c)

There is evidence that -āpaya- is ancient in Sanskrit and that it coexists with -aya- in
the Rig Veda. As a result, the insertion of a consonant-/p/ or */u̯/- is not a
phenomenon exclusive to Sanskrit, casting doubt on the hypothesis that the causative
suffix arises from a verb root -pa-.

Accordingly, two causative suffixes are assumed for PInd. and PIr., *-aya- and *-aPaya-, where
<P> is a labial consonant (Khoshsirat & Byrd 2018). With less uncertainty, a better
explanation for the realization of /p/ probably is when at some points in the PIIr. period
intervocalic laryngeals (*h1, *h2, *h3) were lost phonetically in the sequence of *-ā̆HV-2. The
1 “…the existence of a suffix in -p- in Indo-European remains uncertain which renders futile speculation
regarding its origin” (p.116)
2 Here /H/ refers to an assumption which says all laryngeals (*h , *h , *h ) phonetically merged into *H
1
2
3
(Lubotsky 1995: 214, Kobayashi 2004: 131)
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*H was restored- “yielded hiatus in Gatha-Avestan and lost again in Indic”- where *-ā̆H- and
*V were part of the root and suffix respectively (Lubotsky 1995: 214). Perhaps the contraction
(i.e intervocalic laryngeal lost) in some point of PIIr. was /p/ realization’s reason where a root
ends in *H like *sthaH before the causative suffix, and after the contraction the causative
suffix was not clearly distinguishable. As the result, we would have *sthaH-aya > *stha-_-aya

> sthaPaya (Lubotsky, p.c, 02/20/2018). Presumably around this stage one construction
served as a model (i.e. root -aPaya-), and then by analogy it spread out through the language
during the Vedic stage and became a productive causative suffix in later stages but it is almost
impossible to find out which root was the model (Lubotsky, p.c, 02/20/2018).
It should be asked why Old Persian and Avestan do not have this causative suffix while just
few Eastern Iranian languages (2.2.4) and Gilaki inherited it. It is presumed that the reason we
do not see *-aPaya in Avestan is because the loss of a laryngeal in Avestan resulted in hiatus
(Lubotsky 1995) and maybe the phonological environment does not require a sound change
similar to that of Sanskrit, certain Eastern Iranian languages and Gilaki. While this assumption
may explain the absence of a consonant in *-aPaya it does not give us a clue about its presence
in a few Iranian languages. Skjærvø (2009: 49) assumes the loss of intervocalic laryngeals results
in “a hiatus or some kind of glide”. If we accept Lubotsky’s idea about *-aHV- > hiatus in
Avestan which explains the absence of the causative suffix *-aPaya- there, Skjærvø’s conjecture

*-aHV- > -a[GLIDE]V- may be the best explanation answer for those few Iranian languages
with a consonant in their causative suffix (Khotanese (-ev), Khwarazmian (-’wy), Wakhi (-ʉv),
Munji (-ov), Ormuri (-aw), Yidghai (-iw) and Parachi (-ew)). One possible explanation for H
> p and H > GLIDE is what Khoshsirat and Byrd (2018) suggest.
We suspect that the labial quality of the segment found in the extended version of the
causative derives from the fact that causative roots, being in the o-grade, contained the
sequence *o + *H. The roundedness of the proceeding vowel led to the change of *H
(*/h/?) to *Hw, which for the time being we will assume as having been a voiceless
bilabial glide, *[ʍ]. In short, */H/ → [ʍ] / *C0o __ é (in causatives). This transitional
segment *[ʍ] was later realized as *[w] in Proto-Iranian and *[p] in Proto-Indic, the
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former through intervocalic voicing/phonemic merger (cf. English), the latter through
fortition at the beginning of an accented syllable.

4.2.5

IS IT POSSIBLE TO HAVE PIR.*-au̯ai̯a- > -be(ː)- IN GILAKI?

In section 4.1 we saw evidence proving -be(ː)- to be a synchronic causative suffix in two Gilaki
dialects. To explain how *-au̯ai̯a- can result in -be(ː)- I need to answer two questions, namely
(a) Is it possible to have */u̯/ > /b/ and -ai(ia)- > e in Gilaki?, and (b) Do we have any
evidence of *-VH in D-L causative verbs? If the answer to these questions is yes, then it gives
us more credence to assume -be(ː)- < *-au̯ai̯a-. In other words, the first question gives us
grounds to hypothesize whether Gilaki went through the same phonological changes as
Sanskrit and certain Eastern Iranian languages (†Khotanese, †Khwarazmian, Pashto, Wakhi,
Munji, Ormuri, Yidghai and Parachi); and the second question tells us about the probable
existence of a verb(s) which served as a model (as in Sanskrit).
The sound change in question, -aiia- > e (aya > ē), is a ‘normal’ change in both Middle and
New Iranian languages (Gray 1902: 117); for example, Avestan paouruua ‘former’ + aiiarə
‘day’ > Middle Persian parēr > Gilaki pəreroz (pərer-roz). For the other sound change, */u̯/
> /b/, we can look for the direct sound change or assume a middle stage where */u̯/ > v >
b. Both of these changes are possible in Gilaki. For the former change *u̯āz ‘to play; to lose
(in games)’ > bäz-/baxt, and for the latter *hiźu̯āna > Avestan hizvā > Middle Persian azbān

> Gilaki zubõn. The second question asks for *-VH at the end of Gilaki causative verbs and
sees if -be(ː)- appears in the present tense. From 82 verbs, one ends in *-aH and the three
others end in *-uH.
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Table 4.5 Roots end in *H in Gilaki causative verbs
VERB

ROOT

IS -be(ː)- REALIZED?

xəs-Vn-En ‘to send’

*xsaH ‘to explore; research’ 1

YES

soʊ-an-En ‘to scrub; to grind’

*sauH ‘to rub, wear, whet’

YES

fo(ʊ)/doʊ -s-An-En ‘to tear up’

*sauH ‘to rub, wear, whet’

YES

doʊ-s-An-En ‘to dinge’

*sauH ‘to rub, wear, whet’

YES

Considering all question I have answered one may ask if Gilaki borrowed it from Eastern
Iranian languages. By looking at the map (below) clearly it was impossible for Gilaki to
borrow a causative suffix from Eastern Iranian languages, nor is there any evidence in the
historical record of language contact between Eastern Iranian or Indic and Gilaki.

Figure 4.E All Indo-Iranian languages with unexpected causative suffixes

1

The reconstructed forms are taken from Etymological Dictionary of the Iranian Verb (Cheung 2006).
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

5.1

CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has focused on two primary hypothesises:
1. Dakhili and Langaroudi present tense causative suffix -be(ː)- is realized due to
phonological change within Gilaki itself.
2. The causative suffix -be(ː)- is derived from Proto-Iranian *-au̯ai̯a-.
In this study a synchronic and diachronic analysis have been done on the function of -be(ː)-.
The data set contains 82 Gilaki causative verbs from Gili and Dailami dialects which for the
most part overlap with Tabari counterpart. The results of this study can be divided into two
main parts, synchronic and diachronic. The synchronic analysis suggests that first of all the
regular Iranian causative suffix -Vn- cannot change to -be(ː)-. All assumptions for the
phonological change -Vn-  -be(ː)- are disconfirmed. No specific environment has been
found during this study to concede and give an explanation for the given change. Secondly,
the causative suffix -beː- has the same function as -Vn- does. This finding is clearly represented
in the verb (8) də(r)-An-En.
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The diachronic part of this study contains three sections. First, it examines unexpected
causative suffixes in eight Eastern Iranian languages (†Khotanese -ēv-, †Khwarazmian -’wy-,
Wakhi -ʉv-, Munji -ov-, Ormuri -aw-, Yidghai -iw- and Parachi -ew-) as well as Indic languages
(OInd. -āpaya-, MInd. -āvē-). The diachronic analysis demonstrates that the similarity between
certain Eastern Iranian languages causative suffixes and Middle Indic -āvē- < -āpaya- is not
because of language contact. Therefore, Eastern Iranian causative suffixes may be
reconstructed as *-au̯ai̯a-. Second, the similarity between PIr. *-au̯ai̯a- and OInd. -āpayasuggests a possible connection in some stages of PIIr., postulates a single causative suffix *-

aPaya- for both Indic and Iranian branches. The reason for the realization of a labial
consonant, /p/ and */u̯/ is probably due to losing laryngeal *H during PIIr. period and its
presence can be explained with the following phonological rule; PIE */H/ → [ʍ] / *C0o __
é (in causatives) (Khoshsirat & Byrd 2018). Third, there is no evidence of language contact
between Gilaki and certain Eastern Iranian languages. This is also true about Gilan and Indic
languages, suggesting that Gilaki causative suffix -be(ː)- derives from PIr. *-au̯ai̯a-. The
phonological change -be(ː)- < *-au̯ai̯a-, that is */u̯/ (>* /v/) > /b/ and -ai̯a- > -eː-, can be
explained in Gilaki with evidence.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
OLD GILAKI MANUSCRIPTS

Figure A.1 One page of New Testament in Gilaki, 18th century
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Figure A.2 A Gilaki poem from Khan Ahmad Gilani, 18th century
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Figure A.3 Divan-e Sharafshah Dulaei (4th c.), M. Souti (1979)
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Figure A.4 Al-Ibāna, Husami ca. 10th c., Islamic Parliament Research Center Of Iran (2008)
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Figure A.5 Tafsir-i-kitabullah By Shahrdavir Deilami (ca. 14th c.), Islamic Parliament
Research Center Of Iran (2008)
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APPENDIX B
CONVENTIONS OF NAMING GILAKI DIALECTS
Considering the Caspian language, old documents (Masalik Al-Mamalik, Kitab Surat Al-Ard
1929, Hodud al-‘Alam 1973) describe three (sometimes four) different homelands, Gilan,
Dailam(estan), and Tabarestan (Mazandaran). While old maps (cf. Appendix C) do not show
the border among these lands clearly, the descriptions make it possible to reconstruct a
historical boundary, which represent a great geopolitical shift in some area, mainly Dailam
which is now part of Gilan (mostly), Mazandaran (eastern areas), Qazvin (Alamout), Alborz
(Taleqan) and Semnan (Shahmirzad). In the next paragraphs I argue why it is important to
discuss historical geography and Caspian language classifications.
With the general classification, Gilaki and Mazandarani would be different1 languages, but the
extensive similarities (syntactical and morphological) between Gilaki and Mazandarani are the
main reason for scholars (Borjian 2009, Dalb 2004, Samareh 1988) to say that it is not easy to
draw a line between these two languages. Borjian (2009) and Zabihi (2014) recognized an
unknown old text at the time as Tabari 2 due to the text’s lexical and morphophonological
similarities to Mazandarani, which was later revealed (Emadi Haeri 2009) to be a Gilaki
document, named Tafsir-i-kitabullah, though Agha Borzorg-e Tehrani (1934) recognized the
author and his lineage, Shahrdavir Dailami, as Gilanian (vol. II: 256). It is crucial to say people
(at least most of them) in Mazandaran, call their language geləki or gɪləki (Kia 1948,
Mokhtarian 2004, Kiasari & Ghaffari2016) 3 which is a local pronunciation of Gilaki.
In the recent study -“Dailami: Historical Evidence for Renaming a Dialect of Gilaki”
(Khoshsirat 2018b)- I argue why labeling Galeshi a major dialect of Gilaki is not appropriate.
This study is a discussion of naming conventions of Gilaki dialects and targets socio-cultural
issue of assigning these titles. Historically Galeshi (local pronunciation Galashi [gälə́ʃɪ]) is the
I believe they are different but I explain it at the end of this section
Another name for Mazandari which possibly refers to the language in old documents. I use this for later
reference.
3 In Kiasari & Ghaffari (2016) authors explicitly claim that Gilaki was the “original” name of the language in
Mazandaran. As Kiasari and Ghaffari truly state, some researchers tried to induce other scholars that the
language’s name is Mazandarani not Gilaki. Their argument against Gilaki is the word Gilaki cognates to Gilan,
not Mazandaran, therefore in Mazandaran we have to call it Mazandarani. Kia (1948) and Mokhtarian (2004)
confirm Gilaki is the local name of this dialect.
1
2
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dialect of Dailam. Presumably, all the areas in old Dailam, while they have been separated
from it or not, speak a variation of this dialect. There is no historical evidence for when the
dialect of Dailam was named as Galashi. A possible answer goes back to a couple of centuries
ago, when city dwellers had much more contact and trading with the Galashs, (Rabino 1978).
Perhaps they named the Galashs’ dialect Galashi and extended it to other highlanders, even if
their businesses were not sheepherding.
There are six reasons I say the dialect’s name was not Galashi. First, In the book of Tafsir-ikitabullah, 14th century (Emadi Haeri 2009), the author, who was probably from Dailam and
Gilan translated Arabic word al-roʔa [arːŏʔa] ‘herdsmen, shepherds’ as /galaʃon/ which means
the author was aware of this word’s definition and could distinguish it from a dialect’s name.
Second, Samarqandi (15th century) says Pendar-e Razi (10th century) had poems in three
languages, one of them was Dailami (Browne 1901). Third, Mar’ashi, 10th century historian
who inhibited in the Caspian region, had a chapter in his book, ‘Dictionary of Gil and Dailam’
(Sotudeh 1984), indicates he was aware of two dialects’ name. Fourth, almost in all books
about historical geography of Caspian (AM), authors mentioned dialect of Dailam, whether
implicitly or explicitly. Fifth, in Tonekaboni Dailami (17th century) we see many words with
the title of Dailami as a dialect. And finally, in 13th century, Ibn Khallikan (1986) talked about
an Iranian poet, ‘Mahyar al-Dailami who is a Persian Dailami poet’. Here Ibn Khallikan uses
Dailami as a language. These reasons show that Galashi was not a name for all varieties in that
historical

region

and

writers

were

aware

of

the

name

Dalimi.

This section has two main points, namely (a) the appropriate name for the dialect of
highlanders is Dailami, and (b) people in Mazandaran call their language Gilaki (to some
extend).
After considering historical facts mentioned in this section, knowing the oldest texts in
Caspian region are in Gilaki, and the argument about dialect of Mazandaran, I think it is not
beyond the reason to assume different labels for Gilaki dialects. Here I follow three names
that have been proposed for Gilaki major dialects (Figure 5.9) (Emadi 2013, Karami & Najafi
2017, Rezapour & Amin, p.c. 7/14/2018) and propose the following map (Figure 5.10) for all
Gilaki dialects.
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Gilaki

Tabari
(Dialects of Tabarestan )

Gili
(Dialects of Gilan)

Figure B.1 Gilaki dialects

Dailami
(Dialects of Dailam)

Figure B.2 Map of Gilaki dialects
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APPENDIX C
OLD MAP OF CASPIAN REGION

Figure C.1 Map of Dailam and Tabarestan; Masalik Al-mamalik, Istakhri (10th c.), McGill
University Library
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Figure C.2 Map of Caspian Sea; Masalik Al-mamalik, Istakhri (10th c.), McGill University
Library
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